NEW HUNGARIAN MUSIC

Attila Bozay

Born in 1939, Attila Bozay graduated from the Budapest Academy of Music in 1962, having studied composition under Ferenc Farkas. He took up a post as professor at Szeged Conservatory of Music, later becoming chamber music editor of Hungarian Radio. In 1967 he went to Paris on a UNESCO scholarship. His works include a String Quartet, String Trio, Wind Quintet and Duo for two violins.

Zsolt Durkó

Born in 1934, Zsolt Durkó graduated from the Budapest Academy of Music, having studied composition under Ferenc Farkas. He then spent two years in Goffredo Petrassi’s master class at the Accademia di Santa Cecilia, Rome. His works include Fioriture for large orchestra and small choir of contraltos and basses; Dartmouth Concerto for mezzo-soprano and chamber orchestra; String Quartet and Psicogramma for piano solo.
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COMPOSITIONS BY NICHOLAS MAW

SINFONIA For small orchestra Full score 75/- Pocket score 25/-

THE VOICE OF LOVE Song cycle for mezzo-soprano and piano 20/-

SCENES AND ARIAS For soprano, mezzo-soprano, contralto and orchestra Vocal Score 25/-

ESSAY FOR ORGAN An extended work in five movements 10/-

STRING QUARTET Pocket score 15/- Parts 40/-

BOOSEY & HAWKES 295 REGENT STREET LONDON W1

CHORAL WORKS BY PETER MAXWELL DAVIES

Ecce Manus Tradentis for SATB soli, mixed chorus and instruments Duration: 20 minutes Score and parts for hire

The Shepherd’s Calendar for SATB children’s chorus (with SAT soli), treble solo and instruments Duration: 21 minutes Score and parts for hire

Veni, Sancte Spiritus for soprano, alto and bass soli, mixed chorus and orchestra Duration: 20 minutes Full score 35/- pocket score 10/- vocal score 15/- choral score 2/6

BOOSEY & HAWKES 295 REGENT STREET LONDON W1
AARON COPLAND

New music for two pianos

DANZA DE JALISCO

This work was commissioned by the Festival Foundation for the ‘Festival of Two Worlds’ at Spoleto, Italy. It was first performed there in July 1959, in the original version for chamber orchestra. The present arrangement for two pianos was prepared by the composer.

DANCE OF THE ADOLESCENT

In 1930 three dances were extracted from the ballet ‘Grohg’ for symphonic performance under the title Dance Symphony. Dance of the Adolescent is the opening movement, and is here arranged for two pianos by the composer.
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